THE ROMAN FOUNDATION
tions. The armed forces of 450-550 had come to be no longer
the professional legions, as of old, but the small permanent
armies of the warring generals, or occasionally short-time levies
of militia on a large scale. Everywhere along the frontiers—the
lower Rhine, the Danube, the Northern Alpine valley—the1
worst damage was done, and it was in this comparatively narrow
border 'fringe' that civilization suffered most. Churches were
destroyed, bishoprics abandoned, and the Mass and arts and
letters forgotten.
On the Continent, where the 'fringe* had behind it a vast
area of civilized country, the effect of this frontier 'trampling*
was not so bad or so lasting. But here in England it affected
Kent at once. Now, through Kentish harbours—especially
Richborough—passed the main English communication with
civilized Europe. Therefore all England was cut off by that one
accident, and society suffered correspondingly, even to the loss
of religion, save in the far western parts. That is why the East
and much of the Midlands 'beggar back* to Paganism, and are
found Pagan and half barbaric when full record begins again in
597. As to the presence of Teutonic-speaking courts and
peoples on the East Coast, that was due to several causes. There
may have been a belt of Teutonic speech here, along the sea-
coasts, from the earliest time; for men had come over freely
from the opposite shores and Belgic Gaul, as we know from
record, as early as Julius Caesar. During the full Imperial order,
especially in its later stages (200-400), masses of Teutonic-
speaking men arrived, as soldiers, as slaves, as free and halMree
men, imported to till the land (for agriculture needed such aid
at the end) -and especially as garrisons along the south-east coast.
We have seen how all the belt from the Wash to somewhere near
the Wight was called "the Saxon shore." Not only pirate
raiders, who came over the North Sea continually in the last
century and a half of Roman rule (generally called Saxons), but
small bands hired as guards and fighters for local rulers, estab-
lished themselves all along the coast. Moreover, the state of
society about 500—most of the population slaves and even the
free-men attached to a few magnates—made it easy for the
armed mercenaries and their chiefs, by intermarriage and by
seizing power over unarmed courts, to establish themselves,
especially as so many of their kin were already here to receive
them. They cannot have been very numerpus: a boat only held
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